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Indus Altum International School conducted
a 7-day Bridge Course for students of EY to
Grade 8, from July 1 to July 9, 2021. 
Objective 1-
   To provide a platform for learners to
connect with their teachers and familiarize
themselves with the Indus Altum experience.
Objective 2 - 
       To understand learners’ baseline in skills
such as communication, collaboration,
research, analysis, evaluation, and reflection.
Since Indus Altum believes in experiential
learning and applying concepts in the real
world, all the classes focused on the relevance
of conceptual understanding. 
The sessions were facilitated by the respective
subject teachers who conducted various
activities with approaches such as visible
thinking, active learning, and collaborative
intelligence.
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Indus StartupYou organized  Design Thinking
sessions on 25th June and 24th July 2021
exclusively for Indus Altum International School
and Indus Altum Early Learning Centre. Ms.
Merlyn Fernandes, Ms. Monica Khanna, and Ms.
Prasanna Peri led the session. 
The main focus of the DTP session was  -
Empathizing and Defining the problem on 25th
June and Ideation, Prototyping and testing on
24th July.
Indus Altum thanks StartupYou and Ms. Preeti
Prabhu for these enriching sessions.

Indus School of Leadership organized a two-day Leadership Camp on 29th and 30th
June 2021 for the IAIS and IAELC team as a part of Indus Altum’s Self/Professional
development sessions. This two-day camp was led by the Director - Indus School of
Leadership, Lt Col Sathya Rao (Retd.), Captain Supriya Patil, Captain Mohit, and
Major Deepak along with other ISL team members. The camp covered two modules-
Adaptability and Team of Teams, over a span of 2 days.
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The parent orientation and Curriculum Road Map session for IAIS began with the
Founder-Principal Dr. Praseedha Sreekumar, taking the parents through the school’s
vision and mission, along with understanding the purpose of education at Indus
Altum. The event was graced by the presence of Lt Col. Sathya Rao (Retd) Director
Indus School of Leadership who also shared the details regarding the nature of ISL
camps. 
The Indus Altum's official partnering with parents started on this day.

With Die Empty, Todd Henry has given the readers a
call-to-action. The book is a big reminder that
someday, we will die! Thus begins the book with
some useful tools to help us discover our vision and
our goals. 
This book teaches us a great deal about the ABCs of
mediocrity that include our "comfort zone". Henry
believes that we do the world a great disfavor when
we don't push ourselves beyond the limits to take on
new and challenging tasks. The book talks about
growth as a “daily and disciplined action” - Henry
believes that it is imperative to grow our skills and
develop our mind to boldly venture into the
unknown. 
So, how do we escape our comfort zone? Henry
breaks this process down for us, by suggesting that
we create goals in steps, sprints, and stretches.  
Die Empty is a must-read for anyone who is willing to
not settle for anything less than their very best work
and best version everyday.
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